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ANNEX B – DESCRIPTION OF LANTERN SETS 
 

S/N Lantern Description 
 

1 

 

Waters of Prosperity (流水生财) 

The largest lantern set to date at Gardens by the Bay, “Waters 
of Prosperity” portrays a fishing village teeming with carps. 
 
Fish is a symbol of wealth and abundance in Chinese culture. 
The carp is also admired for its perseverance as it swims 
against the current. In Japan, the Koi carp is a symbol of good 
luck and prosperity. 
 

 Area: 1,250sqm over water 

 Length 50m x Width 25m x Height 8m 

 70 carp lanterns 
 
Location: Dragonfly Lake (near Silver Garden) 
 

2 

 

Grains of Gold (金黄稻穗) 

“Grains of Gold” depicts a paddy field illuminated with 4,000 
glowing rice stalks. 
 
Rice is a staple in many Asian homes. An abundant harvest 
is important as rice is not only a source of food but also a 
source of income for many communities. In some cultures, 
rice symbolises fertility, luck and wealth. 
 

 4,000 rice stalks 
 
Location: Dragonfly Lake (near Silver Garden) 
 

3 

 

Splendour of Blooms (花开富贵) 

This beautiful set blossoms with 250 water lily lanterns 
floating on the lake in a myriad of colours.  
 
Water lilies are associated with fertility, creation and rebirth. 
In some cultures, they stand for love, purity and knowledge.  
 

 250 flower lanterns and 120 leaf lanterns 

 Size of water lilies range from 1.4m to 2.5m in diameter  
 
Location: Dragonfly Lake (near Dragonfly Bridge) 
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4 

 

Flight of the Dragonflies (萤蜻蜓夜游) 

Nestled amidst the greenery at Supertree Grove and also 
taking flight at Dragonfly Bridge are over 100 larger-than-life 
dragonfly lanterns. 
 
The dragonfly is associated with autumn and regarded as a 
guardian spirit of rice plants by the Japanese. In Native 
American tradition, it is believed to protect tribes from 
starvation. In Chinese culture, it symbolises prosperity and 
good luck. 
 

 At Supertree Grove: 100 dragonfly lanterns, with a 
wingspan of 1.2m to 3m 

 At Dragonfly Bridge: 20 dragonfly lanterns, with a 
wingspan of 80cm to 1.2m 

 
Location: Supertree Grove and Dragonfly Bridge 
 

5 

 

6 

 

Arrival of the Phoenix (凤凰花舞时) 

Welcoming visitors to Mid-Autumn @ Gardens by the Bay is 
a colourful and intricately crafted phoenix in flight. 
 
A legendary creature in many cultures, the phoenix 
represents the sun and is associated with warmth and 
harvest. It is said to appear only in times of peace and 
prosperity, heralding abundance. 
 

 Reaching a height of 7m, the phoenix leads visitors 
through a colourful tunnel of lights. 
  

Location: Golden Garden 
 

7 

 
 

 
 

Trail of Abundance (勤奋收耕之道) 

Autumn is a time for harvesting crops in preparation for 
winter. Follow the “Trail of Abundance” where adorable ants 
are hard at work carrying crops to the Supertree Grove.  
 
A common sight in gardens, ants not only symbolise 
organisation but also strength and energy. 
 

 The trail spans over 200m and comprises more than 
250 lanterns. 

 Over 20 ant lanterns, measuring 1.2m to 1.6m tall 

 6 lantern baskets filled with crops 

 Each lantern basket contains about 40 lantern crops 
 
Location: Bayfront Plaza 
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8 

 

Field of Sunshine (向日葵田) 

A field of cheery yellow sunflowers complement the Floral 
Clock in the Gardens. 
 
The sunflower is symbolic of the sun due to its shape and 
colour, and is often associated with longevity and good luck. 
 

 Over 500 sunflower-shaped lanterns and lights 
 
Location: Behind Floral Clock 
 

9 

 

Walk of Fortune (竹步径) 

Take a stroll along the 70-metre-long “Walk of Fortune” lined 
with 50 bamboo lanterns for good luck and prosperity. 
 
The bamboo is believed to attract good fortune. In Chinese 
culture, it symbolises strength, wisdom and growth. 
 
• Length of Walk of Fortune: 70m 
• 50 bamboo lanterns 
• Height of bamboo lanterns: 3m 

 
Location: Supertree Grove (Colonnade) 
 

10 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Autumn Harvest (丰收之秋) 

The lanterns dotting the outdoor gardens continue inside the 
Flower Dome, with a plethora of fruit and vegetable lanterns, 
including a giant pumpkin lantern. In line with the “Autumn 
Abundance” theme of the festival, these delightful lantern 
crops are also the perfect complement to the “Autumn 
Harvest” floral display in the Flower Dome. 
 

 At Canopy: 72 pumpkin lanterns hanging from the 
overhead trellis 

 In Flower Dome: About 15 fruit and vegetable lanterns 

 Giant pumpkin lantern measures 2.6m in diameter 
 
Location: Canopy and Flower Dome 
 

 
 


